National Environmental Guidelines for Indoor Piggeries (NEGIP)

**Investigator:** Robyn Tucker, Livestock Environmental and Planning (LEAP)

**Purpose:**
- To revise the National Environmental Guidelines for Piggeries (NEGP) (2010) by incorporating recent research outcomes so that it is a current, valued and recognised industry resource.
- The third edition of this publication is a reference document for producers, planners, regulators, consultants and stakeholders concerning the environmental management of indoor piggeries.

**Take home messages:**
- It has been renamed the National Environmental Guidelines for Indoor Piggeries (NEGIP).
- The structure of the document has largely remained unchanged.
- The NEGIP includes updates and expanded sections, with the removal of most of the outdoor production information. This information is provided in the National Environmental Guidelines for Rotational Outdoor Piggeries (NEGROP).
- Both the NEGIP and NEGROP are available on the APL website.

**Additional information:**
- Please contact Denise Woods at denise.woods@australianpork.com.au or 02 6270 8826 for a hard copy of the NEGIP publication.
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